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PHASE 4
Retire CourseWork
FALL 2016
Goal: 4500 Courses
Complete Mass Migration
Orientations & Training
Survey Faculty & Students
Complete Transition

PHASE 3
Mass Migration
SPRING 2016
Goal: 2700 Courses
Continue Mass Migration
Orientations & Training
Survey Faculty & Students

PHASE 2
Begin Migration
WINTER 2016
Goal: 1350 Courses
Begin Mass Migration
Orientations & Training
Survey Faculty & Students

PHASE 1
Begin Transition
FALL 2015
Goal: 100 Courses
Migrate Select Courses:
GSE Language Center
Law
Orientations & Training
Survey Faculty & Students

PHASE 5
100% Canvas
WINTER 2017
All Courses in Canvas CourseWork available in Archive Mode

Canvas Transition Timeline

*Canvas Available for All Campus Courses
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Canvas Course Profiles

Category: Canvas Course Profiles

PAES
- Mary
- John
- Emily
- Jane
- Sarah

Canvas Course Profile: Jennifer Johnson
- Student ID: 123456789
- Instructor: John Doe
- Description: This course covers the fundamentals of programming in Python. Students will learn basic concepts and practices of programming and will develop skills to solve problems using Python.

Canvas Course Profile: Paula Smith
- Student ID: 987654321
- Instructor: Jane Smith
- Description: This course focuses on advanced topics in computer science, including data structures, algorithms, and software engineering. Students will learn how to design, implement, and test complex software systems.
SIPX

Notification Settings

Canvas Outreach

Raising Awareness
Department & Schools
Individual Consultations
Orientations & Workshops

7 OCT
IT Open House
Canvas Info, Q&A

ATXpo
Canvas Session

12 OCT
TechLits Session
Creating & Assessing Student Work in Canvas Workshop

10 NOV
IT Unconference
Canvas Sessions

3 DEC
UIT Tech Briefing
Canvas Presentation & Demo

6 DEC
Canvas Kick-Off Event
Canvas Info, Faculty Panel, Q&A

8 DEC
Creative Writing Program Meeting
Canvas Orientation

13 JAN
BioEngineering Faculty Meeting
Canvas Orientation

13 JAN
Canvas Office Hours
Fridays 12:00-3:00 PM
Lathrop Library, Room 135

Orientations & Workshops

1 MAR
H&S IT Outreach Event
Canvas Update

11 MAR
School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Science
Canvas Orientation

11 MAR
UIT Tech Briefing
Canvas Update

gocanvas.stanford.edu/events

gocanvas.stanford.edu/event-archive

Stanford’s Canvas Newsletter

gocanvas.stanford.edu/newsletter

Stanford’s Canvas Newsletter

In this issue:
- Welcome
- From the Trenches
- At Your Service
- Stanford’s Canvas Newsletter
- A Friendly Reminder
- Comments? Suggestions?
Media Pilot

The Video Platform for Education.
Organize, capture, and securely share from anywhere — with asset-level security, plugins for Canvas, Sakai, and more.

Learn More

Canvas Commons

Credits

Canvas Login
canvas.stanford.edu

Canvas Resources
gocanvas.stanford.edu
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